The aim of this study is to develop a new design procedure for the 15 durability of the Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures in aggressive 16 environments. The study approach developed here includes: (i) a qualitative 17 analysis phase to characterize the design parameters and environmental 18 exposure conditions of RC structures; (ii) a quantitative analysis phase, to 19 cement type instead of their limiting value as recommended by 35 the service life of the RC structure is significantly improved. 36
establish the relationship between service life and design parameters and 20 environmental exposure conditions using the service life prediction model 21 firstly, and then to determine the most influential design parameters on 22 service life using sensitivity analyses; and (iii) a final design phase, to 23 design RC structures using some favorable values of the most influential 24 design parameters firstly, and then to compare the service life thus obtained 25 with that of RC structures designed using a standardized approach. An 26 application is also proposed on simulated RC structure exposed to 27 carbonation in Madrid (Spain). This RC structure follows the 28 recommendations of the European standard EN 206-1 for XC4 exposure 29 class. The sensitivity analysis results are discussed in detail including 30 influence trends, importance ranking, non-monotonic effects and parameter 31 interaction influences. The most influential design parameters obtained are 32 cement strength class ( ), water-to-cement ratio ( / ) and cement type 33 ( ). By using / of about 0.4, of about 52.5 MPa and CEM I 34
Introduction

39
In the literature, two basic approaches are proposed for the design of the 40 durability of Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures in aggressive 41 way. In the case of reinforcing steel corrosion due to carbonation or 48 chlorides, the prescriptive approach defines an exposure class and 49 subsequent prescriptions including (i) concrete composition (a maximum 50 water-to-cement ratio, a minimum cement content and a cement type); (ii) a 51 minimum 28-day compressive strength of the concrete; and (iii) a minimum 52 concrete cover depth for service life design [2] [3] . 53
The key feature of the performance-based approach is to assess relevant 54 concrete material properties using some relevant test methods or service 55 life prediction models. This approach can be used to formulate 56 requirements as regards material properties and structure dimensions. In the 57 case of corrosion of reinforcing steel due to carbonation [4] [1] [5] or 58 chlorides [6] [7] [8], the estimation of the deterioration evolution 59 depending on expected influential parameters is mostly performed by 60 applying a probabilistic approach. This estimation makes it possible to 61 formulate requirements for the structural responses depending on the 62 service life design [3] . Then, durability design can be completed in two 63 ways: (i) using a fully probabilistic method, for which the concrete cover 64 depth and the diffusion coefficient of CO 2 or chlorides are usually 65 considered as main probabilistic design parameters for the required service 66 life design and the reliability level [4] [1] [5] [6] [7] [8] ; and (ii) using the 67 partial factor method to determine the characteristic values and the partial 68 factors for the design parameters [4] [1] [7]. 69
The strength of the prescriptive approach lies in its flexibility to account 70 for experience and its easy application. The obvious weakness of this 71 approach is that: (i) a simple set of general prescriptions cannot be optimal 72 for all the different parts of a structure exposed to different levels of 73 aggressiveness depending on the structure areas [9]; (ii) our understanding 74 of service durability performance of the structure at the design stage must 75 be improved [1] ; and (iii) it does not encourage the use of novel materials 76 for durability design. The strength of the performance-based approach, on 77 the other hand, is its relevance for the durability responses so that service 78 life design can be carried out in a more scientific and reliable way. 79 However, two main difficulties must be faced: (i) a better understanding of 80 the deterioration mechanisms must combine the results of both the 81 scientific research with long-term in-situ observations; and (ii) the 82 uncertainty associated with deterioration mechanisms must be properly 83 taken into consideration in the design process. This last issue can be solved 84 by carrying out a sensitivity analysis of service life in relation to modeling 85 parameters. The Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is the study of how the 86 uncertainty of a mathematical model or system (numerical or other systems) 87 results can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty and 88 variability of the input parameters [10] . In the literature, many studies 89 present the SA of the simplified diffusion-based corrosion initiation model 90 of RC structures exposed to chlorides. This analysis is conducted to 91 identify, among the different parameters like concrete cover depth, chloride 92 diffusion coefficient, chloride threshold level, and chloride concentration at 93 the surface, those which are the most significant [11] [12] . Other studies 94 describe the SA of corrosion rate prediction models [13] The present paper reports a study conducted to develop a new design 116 procedure for the durability of the RC structures in aggressive 117 environments. The procedure discussed here is the result of the 118 combination of both prescriptive and performance-based approaches. 119
Qualitative and quantitative SA methods are integrated into the design 120 procedure to determine durability action levers (refer to definition of 121 "action levers" in Appendix). These are used to design the best durable RC 122 structure. 123
The new design procedure for the durability of RC structures in 124 aggressive environments is presented in Section 2. An application of this 125 ( Figure 1) . The purpose of the qualitative analysis is to determine the 133 preliminary dimensions of a RC structure at a general level within the 134 context of aggressive environments. It also includes the characterizations 135 of the design parameters and the environmental exposure conditions. This 136 analysis is carried out using a prescriptive approach. The quantitative 137 analysis aims at establishing a relationship between the aggressive 138 environment and the service life of structure using a service life prediction 139 model [4] . The purpose of the quantitative analysis is to determine the 140 action levers by applying the SA method to the service life prediction 141 model. The final design phase consists in using the action levers to 142 redesign the RC structure properties in order to achieve the longest service 143 life possible. This phase also includes a comparison between the service 144 life of a structure designed using the procedure proposed here and that of a 145 structure designed using the recommended limiting values of EN 206- 
environments. 150
In order to determine the action levers, suitable SA methods must be 151 selected. They must provide the trend of action levers in relation to the 152 service life, the quantization of their influence and the interactions with 153 other parameters. Thus, the SA methods used in the previous studies [ [19] . It can provide complementary information on 159 the influence of the input parameters on the model results in the decision-160 making process. Sobol's method is used to quantify the input parameters 161 contribution to model result variations. Morris' method, on the other hand, 162 provides additional information on the trend of the input parameters. Both 163 methods require that all the input parameters are independent of one 164
another. Both methods are summarized in the next subsections. 165 185 Morris' method [17] is one of the most popular screening method, which 186 consists in developing a randomized experimental design process by 187 varying one parameter while keeping the others constant (OAT method) 188 over a certain number of repetitions ( = 1,2, … , ). Then, the variation 189 coefficients, called the elementary effects ( # ), are obtained as: 190
Sobol's quantitative sensitivity analysis
Morris's qualitative sensitivity analysis
where: ∆ is a pre-defined step, ' is a vector of zero but with *-th equal ±1. 
In the case of non-monotonic functions, the elementary effects can have 198 an opposite sign for the considered repetition, which can result in a + close 199 to zero if the parameter is influential. In order to prevent this, Campolongo 200 et al. [21] recommend to use the mean value of the absolute value (+ * ) of 201 the elementary effects rather than the usual + . 202
The information about the algebraic sign of + is lost when using + * . 203
However, it is a good indicator for the assessment of the importance of the 204 input parameters in relation to each other. Morris' method requires a local 205 interval range (minimum and maximum value) for each input parameter. 206
The number of repetitions ranges from 4 to 10 [22]. In this study, + , + * 207 and , are calculated. 208
Throughout the rest of the work, Morris and Sobol methods serve to 209 identify input parameters that are major contributors to the variability of 210 service life. More specifically, the controllable parameters related to 211 technological aspects (e.g., concrete mix, size of structure), i.e., the 212 "technological parameters", are considered as action levers if they are 213 major contributors to the service life. 214
Identification of action levers using sensitivity indices 215
Based on the Sobol indices, the technological parameters are identified as 216 action levers, if the value of is higher than 10%. Moreover, if the value 217 of is lower than 10% but the difference ( − ) is high, i.e., assumed to 218 be greater than 10%, they can also be considered as potential action levers 219
[18] [19] . This means that parameter is not individually influential but 220 has a non-negligible global contribution because of its interaction with the 221 (Figure 3 ). This carbonation model is 265 validated using data from the literature on short and long-term natural 266 carbonation exposure conditions. Most of the experimental data concern 267 CEM I, CEM II, CEM III cement types. The prediction of this carbonation 268 model for estimation of carbonation depth is more accurate than Papadakis' 269 model [29] and Yang's model [30] . This model takes many influencing 270 
where: 9 (m) is the carbonation depth within concrete, < => ? (m 2 /s) is the 274 When the carbonation depth is equal to the concrete cover depth (C), i.e., 281 9 = C, the corrosion initiation period ends. The steel reinforcement could 282 
The purpose then is to design a concrete structure with a maximum service 286 life value B m . . 287
Many parameters are required for the calculation of < => ? and as shown 288
in [50] , the maximum cement content ( ) is about 509 kg/m 3 and 335 the sand-to-gravel ratio ( /[) varies between 0.5 and 2.1. Appendix (Table A1) Table 1 . In Sobol' method, the B m . 362 values are simulated using Eq. (10) by varying all input parameters 363 simultaneously according to their PDF ( Table 1) . 364
The first order Sobol sensitivity index ( ) (Eq. (1) ) and the total Sobol 365 sensitivity index ( ) (Eq. (2)) are calculated as described in Section 2.3. 
Determination of the action levers 377
Our results shown in Figure 4 are related to the case study. It is important 378 to note that SA results depend on both PDF of input parameters given in 379 underlined that the longer the curing period is, the higher the resistance of 452 concrete to carbonation is. An increase in B provides a higher degree of 453 hydration and a lower concrete porosity. As regards the concrete cover 454 depth (C), it is widely accepted that service life (B m . ) is proportional to the 455 square of concrete cover depth (C) as shown in Eq. (8). An increase in 456 sand-to-gravel ratio ( /[) in one cubic meter of concrete mixed increases 457 sand content, which is responsible for the reduction in air permeability. 458
There also, the carbonation resistance is increased [59] . 459
As regards the environmental parameters, previous experimental results 460 [23] [24] have shown that the highest carbonation rate is observed for a 461 relative external humidity (WX) around 57%. We observe that the 462 carbonation rate increases when relative external humidity (WX) increases 463 from 0% to 57%, and decreases when relative external humidity (WX) 464 increases from 57% to 100%. This is consistent and corresponds to the 465 highest , /+ * of relative external humidity (WX) (Figure 4) The final design is carried out by setting the action lever at their most 481 favorable value to increase the service life (B m . ) ( Table 2) . As found 482 previously, the most favorable values of the three action levers consist of 483 minimum / (about 0.4), higher 52.5 MPa and CEM I or CEM II/B 484 cement type ( Figure 5) . The other parameters are randomly generated 485 according to their PDF presented in Table 1 . This scenario is called 486 recommended scenario. 487 A reference scenario, called EN 206-1 scenario, is also developed by 488 setting the action levers at the limiting values recommended by EN 206-1 489
[15], i.e., / equal to 0.5, 32.5 MPa and CEM I cement type (Table  490 2). The other parameters are randomly generated according to their PDF as 491 with the recommended scenario. 492
We compare the distribution of B m . of EN 206-1 scenario and 493 recommended scenario with CEM I cement type in Figure 6 . The 494 recommended scenario with CEM II/B cement type is not illustrated in 495 reinforced concrete (porosity about 5%) [63] shows that the B m . is more 516 than 12,000 years. One can assume that this higher B m . is not only due to 517 the individual influence of action levers but also to the non-negligible 518 interactions between the action levers and other parameters (revealed 519 previously through the differences − ≥ 10%). 520
The simulation results of the recommended scenario reveal that a durable 521 RC structure can be obtained by setting the action levers at their most 522 favorable values. The durable RC structure is independent on the values of 523 the other technological parameters, which are simulated randomly within 524 their variability range given in Table 1 . In short, if the RC structure is 525 designed using the recommended scenario, the risk for corrosion of 526 reinforcing steels due to carbonation is eliminated throughout the 100-year 527 service life design. In addition, concretes with 52.5MPa and with / 528 of about 0.4 are appropriate for the other cement types ( Figure 5) . On the 529 contrary, if the RC structure is designed by setting the action levers at their 530 limiting values as recommended by EN 206-1 [15], a maintenance system 531 could be established in order to ensure the intended 100-year service life. 532
Advantages and limits of the design approach 533
In this particular case, the cement content ( ) does not individually 534 contribute to service life (with around 1%), i.e., the service life (B m . ) is 535 independent of cement content ( ) for a given water-to-cement ratio ( / ). 536
A previous study has revealed that the carbonation of concrete is 537 independent of cement content ( ) (from 221 to 450 kg/m 3 ) for a given [15] should be re-examined whereas a maximum limit of within the mix 550 should also be specified. 551
Our approach is a helpful tool in the life cycle design for the durability of 552 RC structures. Our approach aims identifying action levers for increasing 553 service life. Engineering designers easily increase the service life by 554 focusing on effective action levers. 555
Results of our case study are related both to the carbonation model chosen 556 and to PDF of input parameters. If we use another range variability of input 557 parameters, our results would be changed [66] . However, our approach is 558 general and can be adapted to various service life models. 559
In this study, carbonation is the only alteration phenomenon of RC 560 structure that is considered. However, concrete carbonation can be coupled 561 with other severe deteriorations leading to accelerate its degradation, e.g., 562
the presence of a small amount of chlorides significantly increases the 563 corrosion risk in carbonated mortars [67] . In that situation, the combined 564 effects of various alteration mechanisms integrated in service life model. 565
Finally, this study focuses on individual input parameters that are action 566 levers on the improvement of service life of RC structures. However, 567 interactions between two or more input parameters were shown to be also 568 influential on service life prediction and merit further investigations. 569
Summary and conclusion 570
The present study was conducted to develop a new design procedure for 571 the durability of RC structures through resistance to carbonation induced 572 corrosion. This innovative approach consists in combining the techniques 573 of the prescriptive and performance-based approaches and in integrating the 574 sensitivity analysis of service life in the design stage. The durability design 575 phase has focused on the most influential parameters with a view to setting 576 them at their most favorable value. With suitable calculation tools, this 577 proposed procedure will be easy to use by designers. 578
Through the case study presented here, we found that cement strength 579 class ( ), water-to-cement ratio ( / ) and cement type ( ) are action 580 levers. Design engineers may take these action levers carefully into account 581 during the durability design step of concrete exposed to carbonation. When More research work needs to be carried out to investigate the interaction 592 influences between the parameters. For instance, in the case study 593 presented, the identified action levers have strong interactions with the 594 other parameters. These interactions, however, have not been examined 595 here. The results of studies addressing the problem of interactions between 596 parameters could additionally enhance the durability of RC structures. We 597 are confident that this finding will serve as a basis for future theoretical 598 and experimental works. 599 Acknowledgements 600 Funds for the research and education chair of civil engineering and eco-601 construction were provided by the Chamber of Trade and Industry of 602 Nantes and Saint-Nazaire cities, the CARENE (urban agglomeration of 603 Saint-Nazaire), Charier, Architectes Ingénieurs Associés, Vinci 604 construction, the Regional Federation of Buildings, and the Regional 605
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